Introduction and summary
Lattices of congruences are studied in section II.6 of Cohn [2] . Papers [5] and [6] by Munn deal with lattices of congruences on semigroups and conditions under which these lattices are modular. In [4] Lallement shows that the lattice of congruences on a completely 0-simple semigroup is semimodular, giving an alternative proof of the result, due to Preston [7] , that the lattice of congruences on a completely 0-simple semigroup satisfies a certain chain condition which is a natural extension to arbitrary lattices of the Jordan-Dedekind chain condition for finite lattices.
In this paper we show that this chain condition is also satisfied by the lattice of congruences on any semilattice, and we show that this lattice is upper-semimodular, and in fact satisfies the condition (1) if y >-x/\y then xvy^x, for any lattice elements x and y. (For any elements a, b e L, a > b means that a 2; b and that a ^ b, and a > b {a covers b) means that a > b and there is no element xeL such that a > x > b. For a lattice L with a zero element 0, the atoms of L are those elements which cover 0.) The proofs are easy once we determine the atoms in the lattice of congruences on any semilattice.
Preliminaries
RESULT 1. (This is easy to show and is largely contained in section 3 of [8] .) Let S be any set and consider the set of equivalence relations on S, ordered under set-inclusion. Let a be any equivalence on S. Then there is a natural order-preserving one-to-one correspondence (described below) between the set of equivalences on S which contain a and the set of all equivalences on the set Sja. For any equivalence y on S containing a, the corresponding equivalence on Sjo is y/a = {(xa, ya) e S/a x S/a : (x, y)ey). [2] Lattice of congruences on a semilattice 457
If S is a semigroup and a is a congruence on S then an equivalence y on S containing a is a congruence on S if and only ifyjc is a congruence on the semigroup
The following definitions and results are contained in [3] , except for the definition of upper-semimodularity, which is merely called condition (7) in [3] . DEFINITION 
be elements of L such that a < b. If there is a maximal chain of elements from a to b which is of finite length, then any maximal chain of elements from a to b is finite and of the same length.
We shall use whenever possible, and often without comment, the notations and conventions of Clifford and Preston [1] .
On A(Y)
Let Y be any semilattice and let A(Y) be the lattice of congruences on Y. THEOREM 
Let p be any atom of A(Y). Then there exist elements e,fe Y such that (i) p = {(e,/), (/, e)} u i Y (where i Y denotes the identity relation on Y.) (ii) f < e, and for any element x e Y, if x < e then x 5£ / .

Conversely, for any pair e,fe Y such that (ii) holds, the relation p defined by (i) is a congruence on Y and hence is an atom of A(Y).
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700010338 458 T. E. Hall [3] Condition (ii) (clearly) implies that f'-< e and is (clearly) equivalent to the condition that eY = / 7 u {e}.
PROOF. Let p be any atom of A(Y).
Then there exists a pair (e,f) e p such that e # /, whence either e ¥= ef or ef # / . We may assume without loss of generality that e # e/ (since (/, e)ep and e/ = fe). Then ef < e and (e, e/) = («?, e/) e p.
For each ideal / of Ydefine the relation ir, = ( / x / ) u ! r , a congruence on Y. Then p n <r e y is a congruence on F such that i r c p n a eY Q p, since (e, ef)e p n a eY , and so
Since (e,/) e p = p n o eY ,we have (e,/) e (eY) x (<?F), s o / e ey and ef = f < e. Take now any element x e Y such that x < e. Then (e,/) £ ff x y and so ijr cz p n a xY Q p, whence (3) p n (T x y = iy whenever x < e.
Moreover (x, xf) = (xe,xf)ep n a xY = i y whence x = xf, i.e. x ^/ . Hence condition (ii) is satisfied for e a n d / Take now any pair (x, y) e p with x # y. From (2), x, y e eF. Suppose, for the moment that x < e and y < e; then x, y ^ /and, by (3), (x, y) e p n <r /r = i y whence x = y, a contradiction.
Suppose that x = e. Then j < e since j e eY and _y ^ x = e, and so y ^ / . From (e,/) 6 p and (e, j>) = (x, y) e p we obtain and so y = f. Similarly, if we suppose y = e then we can prove that x = / It follows that p = {(e,f), (f e)} u i y , giving (i).
Conversely, suppose that e,f are any elements of Y for which (ii) holds, and define p by (i). Take any element g eY. Then if eg = e, we have 
